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 Mediums    :        Uwe Speer (17) and Monika-Manuela Speer (15) 
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The texts to this theme were psychically received by the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin, a 

Christian/Spiritual community, between the years of 1956 to 1975. These transmissions are a part of 

the Menetekel, a collection of 4,500 A4 pages of freshly catalogued protocols, amassed over 20 years. 

All of these mediumistic messages were left in their original form, even if similar questions were 

repeated. The work of the two mediums began when they were 15 and respectively 17 years old. The 

total production of the MFK-Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin), the Menetekel and the 21 

transmissions from the space-brothers are considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific 

exploration. Other spiritual circles have often tried to copy the work of the MFK, but its quality was 

never achieved. The reproduction and distribution of these rearranged messages and protocols is 

explicitly encouraged and is not covered by any copyright. 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Preface by the editor 

 

This theme represents the most important human assignment that exists, because through the guidance 

we provide for our children, we determine the fate of the whole world. But what parents represent 

good examples and archetypes these days? Which mentors are able to provide their children with 

correct “ethics” and to also demonstrate to their children how one humanely treats other people? 

There are certainly parents who act accordingly, but they are a rarity these days. The television set is 

usually a welcome agent when it comes to brushing off tiresome children. Economically lucrative 

“Idols” flicker across the screen and graphically depict the way one behaves these days and the way 

one prevails over others with the help of violence. 
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The result is a mental and spiritual vacuum on Earth without equal, where LOVE is diminished, 

making room for psychosomatics. How can the sensitive souls of children find their inner self in such 

an environment? How are they supposed to cope with today’s heightened occupational expectations in 

regards to their health? Wherein lie the causes for the so-called “Null-Bock-Generation”1, rising 

frustrations and suicide by young people? 

 

Day-to-day life verifies that many children enter school already damaged! But the legislators removed 

any possible discretionary powers from teachers, denying them the opportunity to undertake belated, 

appropriate corrections to the behaviourism instilled by the parent’s peculiar methods of bringing up 

their children. When even the providers of apprenticeships disclose to their entrusted charges later on 

that they have to leave after successfully passing their final exams, because the economic situation of 

the factory allegedly demanded it - whom amongst the test subjects still has the courage to attempt 

passing any imminent test at all? 

 

Children and adolescents gang together at an early age, because they experience appreciation and a 

certain devotion from their peer group, they then proceed against their hated society in unison. The 

perversion of their thoughts begins to somersault and finds its ultimate expression in terrorism. Any 

worthwhile perspectives, ideal and chances were taken from these young adults, because everything, 

and I mean everything, is governed by purely financial deliberations. 

 

But whilst many parents and teachers want to be “modern”, tried and trusted methods are thrown 

overboard and ridiculed as something old-fashioned. “Progressive-antiauthoritarian” is the order of 

the day instead and proven structures are turned inside out and destroyed.  

 

At whose expense? 

 

Mentally damaged young adults are often found in powerful vocational positions and this completes 

the fiendish circle. They now fully express their pent up frustrations with the help of their powers and 

this to the detriment of their environment. Revenge on society is called war! War carried out on 

battlefields and war in the economic situation.  

 

 Conclusion: Our present day environment represents the expression of this pathological thought 

process and it mirrors the rest of the adults neglect, namely: To be a human role model.  

 
Bad Salzuflen, May 1992 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 “Null-Bock-Generation” is a term that generally describes an adolescent generation of your people, who based on their occupational, social and              

economic future fail to see any perspectives anymore. 
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1. Parent’s altered priorities    (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT)  

 

Experienced people give advice, but inexperienced people unfortunately do not accept it. We also give 

you SUGGESTIONS from the spiritual realm and they ought to be heeded. But there is little demand 

for advice from good SPIRITS. 

 

The present day relationship between parents and children is more than just a problem. All of mankind 

is therefore on shaky ground, because when the children have grown up, they shall govern and 

advance the world one day. The prospects are not just terrible, but in regards to this downright 

catastrophic. I have to use harsh words at times in order to be understood.  

 

 From our vantage point I can say that most children in civilised countries do not have proper 

parents anymore! They are provided with a little school knowledge, but that’s all. Parents 

completely lack understanding in regards to their children.      

   

What is the reason? 

 

One has surely given that some consideration here on Earth, but you have ignored the real reason. We 

have determined that the parents are suffering from a dangerous case of altered priorities and the 

children fall prey to it.  

 

 The children’s planned and natural growing up process doesn’t take place within the care of 

parental love anymore. The actual interest in their children had to give way to other interests!   

 

Women’s emancipation has opened up new fields of interest that should really be reserved for men. In 

addition industry has attracted women and mothers to join in the competitive race. But it isn’t just 

mothers that are affected by these altered priorities, men and fathers are not exempt from it either. 

They are distracted from the customary tasks and duties of bringing up children. The children then 

find themselves without the reassurance of parental love and they have to virtually cope with a 

malevolent society on their own. But this creates inner aggressions and they are unleashed on public 

property. 

 

Mind you: You cannot overcome this evil with new educational methods. You have to attack this 

dangerous game at its roots!  

 

 The parents interests have to be redirected at the tasks of bringing up children and the parents 

have to be proud of their methods of discipline and of their successes.  

 

 Contentment within the family is the required stanchion for all of mankind! 

 

The parents altered priorities prevent all efforts for peace - and this can turn into a dangerous situation 

when taking the present state of the arms race into account.  

 

As I mentioned at the beginning: We give you good advice, but you fail to act on our advice! If you 

reject our advice, you act against the LAW of the CREATOR and support the antagonist, who cottons 

up to all your problems and difficulties.  
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 The inexperience of youth offers the antagonist an opportunity he doesn’t want to miss under any 

circumstances.  

 

 It isn’t a case of satisfying the young generation’s interests, but of satisfying the parent’s interests, 

who are deterred from doing their duty! 

 

 

2. Programming for life   (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

The PLAN in regards to man’s development doesn’t provide for the mental decline of mankind. The 

CREATOR never ever took a decline into consideration. But even if one takes the CREATOR out of 

the equation, it can never be the intention of a progressive nature to allow a begotten mankind to go to 

rack and ruin. 

 

The behaviourism of the younger section of the world’s population makes it quite obvious that one is 

afraid of such a devolution. Due to the fact that adolescents cannot wage war against their despots in 

an open campaign, they are reduced to throwing stones. 

 

 Today’s youth rebels against a development that must result in absolute chaos in the not too distant 

future. 

 

Every human being here on Earth is the product of his or her upbringing to a certain degree. Any kind 

of upbringing is akin to programming a computer. Something that’s not programmed into the system 

cannot be processed. If the information is wrong, the whole computer becomes useless. The same 

applies to people.  

 

 This is why it is important to deliberate very carefully about the PROGRAMMING of the human 

soul. 

 

People who deal with the machinations of war from an early age fill their “computer brain” with all 

this data. This brings results that are comparable to complete insanity. This isn’t just a present day 

situation, but a situation that goes back a hundred thousand years. 

 

 Going to war and intentions of war by nations are the results produced by an erroneously 

programmed thought process.          

 

A program titled “Peace” does not yet exist for the human “computer system”. Little children are 

already familiarised with toys of war, air rifles, Indian costumes and all kinds of pistols. The 

underlying meaning: Killing, even if it is play acting! This is already a programming for the future. 

Logic doesn’t get a mention, it is simply suppressed. 

 

What despots do with their nations is simply a superlative crime. Educating people to apply force and 

to kill, yes to kill, is carried out through the creation of military academies, armies and through 

armament according to plan. Individual’s moral issues are not listened to and they are replaced by 

false paroles!  
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He, who endorses the unimaginable horrors of war mongering nations or does not think about them, 

has already fallen prey to insanity! But insanity and chaos are the intentions of the antagonist and he 

has no other goal but the complete annihilation of a planet of redemption, a planet that is supposed to 

guide this humanity to betterment. 

 

The human brain is fed unspeakable horror, something human beings would normally never 

contemplate. Through negative inspiration he becomes a criminal and this in areas not punishable here 

on Earth, without knowing that there is no such thing as an amnesty in this regards, because karma and 

reincarnation could mean hell. 

 

 Do not expect consideration, redemption and eternal bliss from the Churches, because all the 

major religions of the world are incorrectly programmed! Seek the TRUTH within your 

conscience, a GOD given conscience that you neglect and lie to. 

 

The general behaviourism of this Earth’s humanity is a disgrace in the eyes of this genial creation and 

it is therefore not surprising that every human being is robbed of his or her faith in something 

HIGHER, when they have to observe the vileness that is applied to destruct the human race. The 

spawns of the devil are financed through the work you do. - You never ever take this into 

consideration!     

 

 

3.  Children’s freedoms   (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

Self-determination, a part of bringing up children? Yes, but only in connection with a TRUE 

INDOCTRINATION about the divine ORIGIN. Atheistic tendencies in connection with certain 

freedoms lead to lack of restraint. 

 

It is not within my assignment to deal with the necessary requirements of a physical existence. These 

are already well-known. It is clear that bringing up children must encompass all fields of knowledge so 

that the spirit can enjoy all the literary treasures and all the beautiful art forms that enrich life on Earth. 

I now get to the question of religion, which plays a major role in the bringing up process: 

 

 Religion ought to try to guide the soul in order for it to be able to deal with all the nastiness life 

has on offer. 

 

Because every child represents a part of GOD and its main-feature represents a spiritual being, it has 

the right to enjoy all the advantages freedom brings.  

 

 If you constrict the soul of a child in its early years, you deny it its elementary right of freedom. 

You condemn it to serfdom, turning it into a spiritual slave.  

 

Freedom is the essence of all education! 

 

 The way we see this is that children will then grow up enjoying their freedom, when the TRUTH 

about religion is conveyed to them. 
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But this is unfortunately not the case. If the instructions given do not serve the purpose of giving the 

child its freedom, but make it rely on old fables and myths, the spiritual fountain of the child is 

poisoned. Neither religion nor the upbringing of the child is rendered a service, if old-fashioned tenets 

are forced upon the child, tenets it eventually will reject anyway. The inevitable reaction will be that: 

The child, in the process of growing up, will withdraw from those around it who mislead it during an 

important time in  its life, namely its childhood, where it had no opportunity to defend itself. The 

young saplings ought to have the opportunity to grow into tall trees! But if they receive the wrong kind 

of nurturing its roots will not develop properly and the tree will wither away! 

 

We oppose all those that do not cherish the desire to teach the spiritual TRUTH, those that never 

mention the relationship between all spiritual beings and the GREAT SPIRIT and those that are only 

interested in underpinning their wavering Church in order to fill empty Church benches.  

 

 The TRUTH about religion is that no individual religion possesses the whole TRUTH. Every one 

of them only saw a glimpse of it and the various tenets springing from that glimpse have been 

twisted and falsified for centuries.  

 

 The child must learn that true religion is not an affiliation with a particular denomination, but that 

it consists in the service of others! It must reject all embellished and rhetorical sermons preached 

by ministers of the Church and lead a true and selfless life. This will aid the world it lives in and it 

will remain true to the GREAT SPIRIT it is a substantial part of.  

 

It is important that children are informed that there is a conscious life after death. The children will 

then understand that they are never alone and that they can’t do anything the spiritual world doesn’t 

see or criticise. One does actually try to bring up children by allowing them complete freedom; but 

that is not appropriate, because they’re then allowed to have every kind of bad habit. 

 

 Without logical religion, not one single child has a healthy perception of GOOD and evil!  

Freedom has nothing to do with anti-authority! An anti-authoritarian upbringing is a revolt against 

the positive. Only the respect of something HIGHER, something that reigns over mankind, will 

curb the actions of the negative that would like to create havoc. 

 

 

4. The problems of adolescents (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

The problem of the young generation is the most important problem of our time. This young 

generation finds itself in a situation that calls the future of the world into question. It is quite 

incomprehensible that this problem is given so little attention, because there are negative forces at 

work and they use these young people as instruments of destruction in order to cause chaos. 

 

Adolescents are the ones that will have leadership over and the responsibilities for their fellow man 

and for their planet in their hands in the future. Whether there will be an ultimate war or not, whether 

there will come about a peaceful and sensible living with one another or not depends on the way these 

adolescents behave. But there are people amongst the governing classes that are only interested in their 

own personal well-being, their own craving for recognition, but not for the younger generation, 

because in their ignorance they are of the opinion that there is no future for any of them any more. 
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 Today’s adolescents lack the correct education and upbringing. But these same young people have 

unfortunately no suitable teachers and pedagogues!  

 

The young generation is craving knowledge, they ask questions, but these are unfortunately questions 

you cannot answer. In order to cover up one’s lack of knowledge one teaches them: 

 

 Sympathy towards pornography 

 Hatred against the intensions of other nations 

 Denigration of the sexes and 

 Ungodliness. 

 

One believes to have done a step in the right direction for the future. My question is directed at 

judiciously thinking people: What are adolescents to do with these indoctrinations? They were offered 

the bible a few decades ago. It was supposed to give answers to their specific questions. But mankind 

progressed in the mean time. The young generation recognises that the bible tells lies. It therefore 

rejects all of its contents, even though there is a smitten of TRUTH in it.  

 

 Young people will finally know why people live in a world full of dangers and envy! 

 

What is the meaning of life? 

 

Why must nations attack and annihilate one another? 

 

These questions are secrets and mysteries even the smartest of the smart cannot answer. This is why 

young people are facing an abyss in whose depths the devil is lurking for his victims. The problems of 

the young generation are an extremely important and dangerous problem. And it is about time to deal 

with this problem logically. 

 

Church religions are untrue and unable to help here. This is why young people do not need religious 

indoctrinations, but OBJECTIVE TRUTH, which makes sense - and which is beyond criticism. These 

INDOCTRINATIONS are really very simple, but it is left to the sciences to verify them through 

research results. 

 

 The meaning of life is the perfection of individual human beings, that is to say, a constant 

HIGHER development.  

 

Gaining this perfection is important, because man, with his spiritual abilities, survives his physical 

demise. Man can be born again into a physical body (reincarnated) here on Earth. The memory might 

be interrupted during this time, but man must still give account of his life and his development, as if it 

was an examination! 
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5. What young people lack are good teachers (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

It is an unfortunate situation here on Earth that the teachers of this humanity are in need of the REAL 

INDOCTRINATION themselves. Reading, writing and arithmetic as well as the knowledge and ability 

to process and construct physical objects are not enough to raise man to a higher LEVEL within the 

OVERALL PLAN of the divine universe. 

 

 In regards to matters of the heart and morals, the student is often well in advance of the teacher. 

 

Christian religious tuition cannot convey a true picture of GOD’S SPIRIT to pupils or young people. 

The subject matter is illogical, incomplete and fabulously ridiculous. Young people blaspheme this 

silly object matter, which is apparently believed by the teachers, experienced adults and role models. 

But young people fight with all their might against the impertinence of having to accept the nonsense 

of a religious experience as something that exists. This imposed impertinence makes adolescents 

despise the older generation and to regard them as mentally limited.  

 

 Due to the lack of better instructions, the alleged scientific ungodliness seems to be far more 

logical than an imaginary faith in GOD.   

 

The Churches bear the blame for that! The Church pushes thinking people towards atheism, because it 

prefers to remain fanatically stagnant in their ignorance.  

 

Divine LAW dictates that nobody, and this without exception, ought to receive something they’re not 

entitled to. But in an emergency, a human being can be entitled to something without making a 

contribution. 

 

What is the younger generation entitled to without making a contribution? 

 

Young people have no rights to any benefits without providing some sort of service to mankind. But 

parents and educators, and also those responsible for the affairs of youth, like ministers and senators, 

rectors etc, do the young generation a disservice when they make their life all too easy by providing 

them with benefits before they have furnished society with some corresponding work of the spirit or of 

a physical nature. 

 

Only ignorance of the LAWS of the truthful, immortal existence of the soul leads to a complete 

misinterpretation of this problem. The young ones have to absolve the self same education on this 

redeeming planet like everybody else, respectively like every other soul incarnated here on Earth. The 

younger generation must absolve the process of redemption and may not be hindered from doing so by 

being providing with everything (beforehand) that adults have acquired during the course of concerted 

efforts and also disappointments. 

 

A person that has absolved the school of life on Earth, thereby redeeming a part of his redemption 

process, looks at the world with different eyes than an adolescent. But these adolescents must also 

look at the world with different eyes one day, with the eyes of a redeemed soul - but they will never be 

able to do so, if the redemption process is withheld from them. 
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The matured and responsible person may not aid and abet the young generation in this way and may 

not spare them something that represents the cornerstone of the earthly redemption process and an 

insight into the highest, supernatural knowledge available. If young people’s lives are made all too 

comfortable the normal developmental process of the heart and of developing common sense must 

inevitably be interrupted and this leads to a situation of complete misanthropic disrespect for all past 

generations. The so-called “mob mentality” problem clearly indicates this flawed development 

encouraged by the political system, because politicians possess no real knowledge about the soul’s true 

EXISTENCE.   

 

 

 

6. Life’s shipwrecks     (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

When discussing education and discipline one usually means the bringing up of young people: 

Children, adolescents, yobbos and students. But there are no limits to education, it is timeless, 

necessary and indispensable for all of mankind of all classes and all ages, right up to the upper 

echelon, to monarchs and Church primates and there is not one single exception. 

 

 Every human being is in need of a good upbringing, from its birth to its death and well beyond 

that, yes, through many endless incarnations over thousands of years.  

 

Many people are of the opinion that once they leave elementary school, they no longer need educating, 

because they consider themselves mature and sensible enough. Many people on this planet regard 

themselves as highly intelligent and utterly well behaved. 

 

All of this is a great mistake! 

 

Even an “old” man is not so perfect that he would no longer need educating. He ends up in a huge 

spiritual realm and he finds out just how much his education and positive knowledge is found wanting. 

But he will return to Earth one day to begin one more step of his individual existence. The fragments 

of his past lives must then help him - and if his upbringing was deficient, he will suffer one of life’s 

shipwrecks.  

 

 An enormous amount of sins are committed in regards to bringing up children. Their education is 

very, very negative or extremely deficient most of the times. By the way nations demonstrate their 

behaviourism clearly shows how much they’re in need of educating.  

 

Where do we find a situation where nations are educated? 

 

Not even at universities and high school levels could one talk of such an education. One does deal with 

knowledge in regards to physical matters, but proper education is something completely different. 

 

 A good upbringing is a discipline of unimaginable importance. Well brought up people would 

never go to war, nor would they express racial hatred!  
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“Bringing up” mankind has been completely neglected on this Earth. GOD’S antagonist takes great 

pleasure in this. No human soul can gain access to a higher SPHERE if they’ve been reared badly or 

not at all. Even the greatest knowledge, the greatest fame and highest position on Earth do not 

represent tickets to the so-called Heaven. 

 

 Education is the most important part of a true RELIGION! 

 

There is no religion without positive education, it is impossible and it rates people very lowly. The 

“slums” of the spiritual realm are overpopulated with highly intellectual souls lacking a proper 

upbringing. An incomplete or terrible upbringing can be encountered in all political circles, 

conferences and summits. There are no good role models. - The good role model of the MESSIAH 

CHRIST is lacking! 

 

Naturally all the large information medias like the press, film, television and Radio form a part of 

children’s upbringing are. What’s on offer is certainly not educating mankind, correctly, but the worst 

kind of role model one can possibly offer. We don’t understand this kind of backwardness anymore.  

 

Every child, every adolescent, every worker, every mother and every family man has always needed 

an exemplary upbringing, good manners, redemption to goodness, to noblesse and to respect his fellow 

man and his work. But what does mankind learn from the publication medias instead? 

 

 

7. Man’s sexuality (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

Psychologist Sigmund Freud dealt with man’s sexuality a long time ago. He found that sexuality has 

an enormous influence on the mental state of mind of man. But the thing Freud and other 

psychologists have not given enough attention to is the fact that sexual intercourse also has an 

enormous influence on people’s mind.  

 

 The more sexuality comes to the fore, the more this energy encumbers the spirit!  

 

Parapsychologists have come close to understanding this fact. Many of these researchers have pointed 

this out already. Man’s sexual energy is naturally connected with the power of LOVE.             

   

 If sexual energy is misused, man’s CAPACITY to LOVE is also reduced! 

 

This phenomenon is often apparent these days. Mental cases almost always display all the symptoms 

of heightened sexuality and this usually completely unrestrained. The development of today’s youth 

also shows an alarming picture. One talks of “precocity”! But in reality these adolescents display more 

of an immaturity than a sexual maturity. Their libidinal energy is uncontrolled, that is to say, it is not 

administered through logic, respectively by the mind. - This escalation naturally also affects a healthy 

mind. The behaviourism of youth, even if we’re dealing with students, unequivocally proves that we 

are dealing with a flawed sexual development. 

 

But in this respect adults are absolute accomplices: 
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 Instead of guiding young people and instead of telling them the facts of life correctly, they are 

offered sex as a past time on a daily basis.  

 

There is hardly a daily paper or a television station that doesn’t participate in this shindig. There is no 

official control over the immoderate amount of obtrusive and negative sexuality. One can therefore not 

expect adolescents to display a mental maturity, if the necessary energy, their mental energy, is 

sexually expended. - It is like using a car battery: If utilised correctly its charge will last a long time, 

but through incorrect utilisation, its energy can be drained at an instant.  

 

 The more the irresponsibility of the upper echelon gives way to this sex shindig, the more the 

young generation’s spiritlessness is encouraged! 

 

It had been proven that the genuine mental giants have placed their sexuality in the background, 

because this energy is made available via the brain and not through the glands. Adolescents, but also 

many adults, deliver their sexual energy to the glands in such an exaggerated way that the mind of the 

person almost misses out completely.  

 

We are not just dealing with a medical problem, something to do with nerves, but we are dealing here 

with the spiritual development of man. The sense of responsibility of adults without any higher 

KNOWLEDGE fails here completely. 

 

 A heightened sexuality in order to make money is one of the most dangerous and flawed 

developments of our time. It is imperative that this must be stopped, if mankind is not meant to 

slide further towards negativity. 

 

 

8. The power of procreation    (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

Every life form throughout the universe is subject to a gigantic law of nature. Every law of nature is a 

LAW of GOD - and GOD is the GREAT CREATOR of everything there is. Have you ever 

contemplated this LAW of LIFE in a DIVINE SENSE? You accept the procreation and conservation 

of life as being a matter of course. You talk about the urge to preserve the species or about sexual 

impulses, but also about instincts and erotic. 

 

 You commit the greatest error in reasoning when you regard the compulsion to procreate to be a 

form of human LOVE.    

 

All life throughout the universe descends directly or indirectly from the CREATOR. Direct creation is 

divine life - and indirect creation descends from Lucifer, who utilised divine POWER for his own 

creation, that is to say, misused it to create a copy of creation. Every living thing carries a divine 

SPARK, an ineffaceable CENTRE of BEING within. If there was no divine SOUL, no SPARK of 

LIFE, there would also be no GOD and without GOD, no creation, therefore nothing would exist. The 

divine SPARK within man is especially strong, it will not allow man to rest and expresses itself as an 

enormous feeling of love, longing and the search for eternal bliss. 

 

 What you simply regard to be an urge to procreate, erotic or love is in reality this enormous 

longing for the CREATOR of all life! 
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He, who finds himself close to GOD, perceives a powerful, growing feeling of corporeal longing. For 

lack of higher KNOWLEDGE and lack of solid FAITH in GOD, hardly anyone here on Earth can 

explain this divine process. Every longing, every desire for love or erotic satisfaction is a desire by the 

divine SPARK of LIFE for union with the eternal, great LAW of CREATION of procreation, an 

unappeasable, scorching desire for GOD. To come close to GOD and HIS LAW of CREATION 

means bliss, enrapture and an escalation into ecstasy. 

 

The CREATOR anchored the main aspect of the LAW of CREATION in femininity. This LAW acts 

like a magnet. How few people on Earth recognised this important role women play up to now and 

accordingly respected this divine LAW anchored in women. -Lucifer has managed to drag the longing 

for union with the CREATIVE POWERS of GOD down into the deepest morass and direst demonic 

void. The divine procreation of man is the greatest point of attack on offer to the fallen angel of 

revenge and darkness. Therefore be aware: 

 

 Every desire for sensual gratification, every erotic feeling, every longing for love, be it a physical 

or spiritual longing to be loved, is an enormous desire for GOD’S superlative CREATIVE 

ENERGY. - Those that bond in the name of love, those who deal with procreation make an 

enormous appeal to the CREATOR, to HIS eternal LAW of propagation. The sensual intoxication, 

the enormous rise of the activity of the senses, the reeling from felicitousness and the inexplicable 

fall into an ecstatic, cosmic state is the distinct nearness of GOD’S unfathomable CREATIVE 

POWER that befalls man. Man calls upon GOD with all his senses - but denies HIM the very 

moment these feelings have left again!  

 

But GOD will not be blasphemed! HE responds to these fervent desires, to these genuine prayers and 

HIS LAW of propagation takes effect immediately. If the prerequisites are present, the LAW answers 

with a new life. But those who demand this life - even in ignorance - and then reject it are guilty of the 

gravest BLASPHEMY against GOD and GOD answers through the eternal inter-relationship of the 

lowest incarnation and it will become the parent’s karma. The so-called sex life of people is felt as the 

most powerful and most distinct nearness to GOD. It is up to each individual to either revere or 

terribly affront GOD in this way.  

 

 

9. Comments on birth control     (Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT) 

 

The world’s population has become a major problem. This problem will have absolute priority in the 

near future. Scientists have tried to counteract overpopulation. After many attempts a pill was 

developed that prevents the so-called ovulation. 

 

This caught the attention of the Churches. They would prefer to condemn this pill. The pope declared 

his opposition to this pill and after realising that his flock frowned upon this decision, backtracked a 

little by rejecting the pill but not forbidding it. We call this attitude inconsequent, because we only 

know one way or the other. The pope rejects the pill as if he was the voice of the divine 

HIERARCHY, but the Church has no scruples when it came to blessing weapons destined for 

barbarous acts of murder. This is just one contradiction of many. 
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 We don’t prohibit the use of the pill! Next to the benedictory discovery of penicillin it is of 

enormous importance.  

 

Mankind would naturally not need such a pill if it was mature enough to apply birth control out of 

their own free will. But mankind is miles away from that and it must therefore depend on other means. 

 

 What is prevented here cannot be called killing, because only when conception is not prevented 

will man get the idea of taking someone’s life. 

 

GOD gave man free will; therefore man has the right to decide on how to safeguard his life and his 

existence here on Earth. The people on Earth abuse their potency. There are more people born than 

Earth’s general development actually permits. There are consequences to this, because there must be a 

soul at the ready for every newborn child. There are naturally enough souls in the spiritual realm to 

cover this situation. 

 

 More than half a billion reincarnated souls are in their development not mature enough at all for 

this Earth and its human race!  

 

These “inferior” intelligences have an interrupting influence on the overall development of mankind 

on Earth. Earth might be a very beautiful planet of redemption, but the various levels of development 

are extremely diverse. When I talk about underdeveloped souls, I don’t mean unintelligent, but 

backwardness in regards to character.  

 

 The most talented person can be a dud when it comes to character, whilst a mentally sluggish 

person can be alright in this regards.  

 

In a few years from now this overpopulation might lead to a situation where souls will have to be 

incarnated, which are of an even lower level of development. These souls will then come into contact 

with a technology that will be exploited in a deplorable way. All the people on Earth will then be 

exposed to danger. There will then not just be half a billion of these underdeveloped souls, but more 

than trice that number! 

 

 This is the reason why birth control must be implemented. It is therefore not condemned by the 

spiritual realm! 

 

We know that even better means will be developed in the near future, because inspiration is 

participating in the process. The more life is created by man, the more the spiritual realm is drawn into 

the equation, because: Every physical body is entitled to a spirit that will control it!      
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10. Other messages to the theme     

 

(Protocol extracts from the former “Physic Research Circle Schwalenberg”, from the year 1987) 

 

Question : What can you tell us about the theme of “Bringing up children” to begin with? 

 

Answer : Every set of parents ought to be consciously aware about the effects of someone’s birth and 

also that that particular someone will develop his or her own ego, because this soul is 

supposed to be the spitting image of them. As we know from the theme of “Reincarnation”, 

we are dealing with an amalgamation of the soul here. If we start when they are a baby‘s 

age, every one of you is aware that these children need a lot of LOVE and the security of 

the home in order to grasp the invisible cord that was prepared for them. This is the only 

thing these little souls see to begin with. 

 

 This LOVE and security of the home ought to last for as long as the child remains close 

to its parents, that is to say, until it has reached maturity. 

 

 Allow the children to grow up being LOVED! There isn’t really such a thing as 

“upbringing”, not even in the spiritual realm.  

 

One ought to explain to these little children, within their own capability to perceive, what is 

good and what is not and this according to their size and capacity to understand. They will 

then learn how one ought to act and how one ought to treat one’s fellow man. Even little 

children can give their parents indications, something the parents have already forgotten or 

do not understand. 

 

Sternness or too much authority injures the soul greatly. Clear conversations conducted 

with LOVE indicate the guidelines the children adhere to, because the parents are their 

most important companions and thereby also their truest friends. That’s the way it ought to 

be! 

 

Question : But aren’t the parents supposed to convey to their children the things they find good or 

bad? 

 

Answer : Yes, tell them, but not impose as absolute law. 

 

Question : We were told in the past that we were too strict with our children. Thereupon we have 

observed other families and we found that quite a lax and generous method of upbringing 

prevailed there. I have assumed that the parents of these children love them just as much as 

we do ours. But the children didn’t react the way one hoped for: These children had their 

own way most of the time and the parents let go of the reins completely after a while, 

because it got all too strenuous for them. How do you see this problem?  

 

Answer : This is exactly what I’m talking about! The patience required to do this is something the 

parents have imposed on themselves, and it must last the distance, something I have 

mentioned at the beginning! 
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 If I forbid something to a child, I must be able to explain why I am doing so!  

 

If the child does not listen to this and if some of its friends are there by chance, this little 

soul now might say to itself “I must put my foot down here”, one should then take this 

child for a walk through the forest and once there, explain in all calmness and patience 

once again why this particular “no” it there. If the parents act inconsequently or if they 

simply say “Let it be!” there are two possibilities: They either give up on the child and let it 

have its own way or they give the child a hiding. Which is the right way here? 

 

Question : We decided at the time that we will try it with LOVE first and that we explain everything 

in a way our child could understand, naturally always taking the child’s age and 

development into consideration. But it still happened that in spite of all the positive and 

sweet talking, the little soul didn’t want to comply and in order to cut the whole process 

short, we said somewhere along the line: “Dear son, you must now bear the consequences 

of your behaviour” and that meant that we became a little more resolute in our endeavour. 

What is your opinion in regards to this? 

 

Answer : Yes, but he was warned beforehand that there would be consequences for him and many 

parents don’t do that. Many parents say these words only half-heartedly and the children 

catch on to this and somewhere down the line they stop listening. 

 

Question : Are you against anti-authoritarian upbringing? 

 

Answer : Yes! In our view, anti-authoritarian means: To let yourself go - to allow the child to do 

what it wants to do. This puts the little soul into a position where it doesn’t know how to 

find its way here on Earth. One cannot allow them too much freedom, but one shouldn’t be 

too strict either.  

 

  If every couple is aware that this little soul is actually a part of them, that they are also 

inside that baby, they ought to ask themselves: How do we treat ourselves? - Certainly not 

always advantageous, but emotionally correct most of the time. The parents experience also 

plays a part. 

 

Question : Can some of the aggressive behaviour of children be blamed on a too lax an upbringing?  

 

Answer : Yes. In most cases the children are simply told to: “Leave things alone!” If the second 

“Leave things alone!” doesn’t do the trick, corporal punishment follows already. The child 

doesn’t receive an explanation as to why it should leave something alone. If the child feels 

that it isn’t wanted at the moment and that it is being fobbed off, aggressions accumulate 

within the child.  

 

Question : Should one keep one’s ground in certain situations, if the child isn’t sensible?  
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Answer : Well, if the child disobeys the elucidations of the parents, they ought to explain the reasons 

why they want to achieve a certain situation and through dialogue resolve why it inwardly 

struggles against some things, whilst complying immediately with other requests. 

 

  One must feel when the time is right to talk about it. Not always right after the event, 

maybe later during the course of the evening or even next day, when one feels that the 

child’s soul has calmed down. This can best be ascertained by looking into the children’s 

eyes; if they’re composed they emit a certain kind of LIGHT. Many grown-ups still have 

this radiance in their eyes. 

 

Question : When children are mentally stable they can be challenged a little when it comes to their 

upbringing. If they’re stressed, one ought to be more restrained. Is this correct?  

 

Answer : Yes. 

 

Question : How do people on other planets proceed in regards to upbringing and education, for 

instance the SANTINER? 2  

 

Answer : Similar to the Steiner-Principals. Upbringing and education takes place according to the 

latent aptitude and talents of the child.  

 

Question : Is everybody born with the same chances for development? 

 

Answer : Yes. 

 

Question : I have been of the opinion in the past that there is no such thing as equal opportunities. 

Some parents devote a lot of time to their children whilst others don’t. Some do not 

challenge their children enough and therefore the chances cannot be the same. Wouldn’t 

one have to create equal sets of parents, in order to create equal opportunities? 

 

Answer : Just a moment, there is a difference! Once a soul has selected its parents and the child is 

born, thereby creating a spiritual connection, its opportunities for development are just as 

great as with any other soul. But the achieved end-effect, affected by its environment and 

the initiatives of the parents is important and therein lays a significant difference. 

 

 The opportunities for development are really the same for all souls. 

 

  If parents openly and truthfully avow to this method of “bringing up children”, in inverted 

commas, and if they maintain their LOVE for the child, this child also has a chance! 

 

Question : What mental components do the parents pass down to their children? 

 

 

 

 

 
2 UFO occupants from the star system of Alpha Centauri, about 4.2 light-years from Earth. 
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Answer : A lot of things are related to one another here. It already begins with the bringing together 

of the soul and its parents in the spiritual realm. We already discussed this under the theme 

of “Reincarnation”, namely that the auras amalgamate so that they are compatible and the 

soul will then be able to find its parents. The parent’s and the child’s character traits that 

are of the same polarity are taken up more intensified through this amalgamation of the 

souls. 

 

 The external look of a person is really independent from the soul within the body.  

 

The body partially ends up a mirror image of either parent, whereby the soul is supposed to 

represent a mirror image of both parents.3 But what the parents finally make out of their 

children through their upbringing method is something else.  

 

Question : You told us that the soul is supposed to represent a mirror image of the parents. If the 

parents showed criminal traits, would the soul, by inevitability, also turn out to be a 

criminal? 

 

Answer : If criminality predominates, if it is an overriding factor and if the child is brought up to be a 

criminal, it will probably not act in any other way. But if the positive side prevails, 

whereby the parents desist with their criminal activities, which really have their origin in 

the material world, the soul will not turn to crime. Criminal characteristics are imposed on 

or acquired by the spirit of the soul or it is forced into it through for whatever earthly 

reasons or any other reasons.  

 

 Strictly speaking, the pure soul that comes down to Earth is positive.  

 

Therefore the parents that come down to Earth are also positive! But what the upbringing 

and the environment turns these souls into, is a different story. This once again promotes 

the negative and also criminality or whatever else there is. 

 

Question : Parents with latent bad habits are said to have dull or dark coloured eyes. Why would a 

child’s soul select such parents if this is so readily discernible? 

 

Answer : This can have karmic implications.  

 

Question : Would a plea for such a reincarnation be rejected by the KARMIC COUNCIL, if that 

particular soul did not have the necessary maturity?  

 

Answer : Yes. 

 

Question : Equal opportunities therefore only exist at the time the soul enters the body and any further 

development then depends on the parents circumstances? 

 

 

 

 
3 Man’s soul is also a mirror image of GOD! 
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Answer : This is the way I explained it. I said that when the soul is born and the parents - everything 

depends on them in the final analysis - maintain their LOVE, like for instance the parents 

of soul A, B and C, these children have the same opportunities. But if the parents of the 

souls D to K allow themselves to be diverted from being consequent and if they allow 

themselves to be influenced by environmental influences, which are mainly negative, the 

opportunities for these children diminish. 

 

Question : Equal opportunities have therefore nothing to do with material things. The aim is that the 

child’s soul in question is happy and content inside, in order to be able to mature inside? 

 

Answer : Yes. We are not interested in whether the child gained a school certificate, a General 

Certificate of Secondary Education or whether it is a high-school graduate. This once again 

represents the physical side of life in our eyes. In regards to equal opportunities, spiritual 

development and spiritual advancement is always the aim in my opinion. 

 

Question : Due to their knowledge, the parents from this work-circle are better equipped to foster their 

children. A soul that doesn’t have suitably enlightened parents can find peace and 

contentment just the same. Does this mean that its opportunities are the same? 

 

Answer : Yes, I have been trying to explain this. The soul of the child’s opportunities for 

development depends on the parents! 

 

Question : But the soul’s opportunities also depend on the quality of the physical body the parents 

made available. If the mother was a heavy smoker for instance, defects within the brain of 

the child could have developed and they might impair the interaction between the brain and 

consciousness. Does this bring with it a probable constraint to the opportunities for 

development once the damaged body has been taken control of? 

 

Answer : Yes. 

 

Question : Autistic children do not perceive and do not react to devotion. I can’t see equal opportunity 

at work here. 

 

Answer : It is only the physical body that can’t show it. The soul would react differently, because it is 

the physical body that is ill and not the soul! 

 

Question : And how can this be brought into balance again? 

 

Answer : The children take care of that. Many souls are born with this karma, with this illness for 

instance. But only the children so affected can bring this back into balance.  

 

Question : A gruesome karma, don’t you think so too? 

 

Answer : Well, what this particular karma is based upon, what it entails, why it is like that was 

synchronized between GOD and these individual souls, whereby we, the MESSENGERS 

of LIGHT, were unable to interfere. But one day, when the end is nigh, these sorrowful 
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images of ill people will no longer traumatise you. A time will then come where these 

positive people will continue to live here in a new world and illnesses will no longer 

trouble them. All of this will be discarded.  

 

  Every human being needs a lot of LOVE and a sense of security, no matter whether they’re 

ill or healthy. You’ll find with the soul of an ill person, with a physically ill body, the soul 

is usually healthy. But many a healthy physical body has an ill soul inside and this in turn 

makes the body ill. (Psychosomatic illnesses)  

 

Question : Can an illness bring the soul and the body back into balance? 

 

Answer : Yes. Souls that have imposed a momentous karma upon themselves by incarnating into an 

ailing physical body, have predetermined their destiny, their fate themselves. Whereby 

many a healthy person, in spite of an open heart and a balanced spiritual life, can be 

pathologically affected by their environment and by other people. This will first make the 

soul ill and the body after. This has to be differentiated. I would like to give you something 

very important to ponder upon, something JESUS CHRIST said: 

 

 Do not do onto others that which you would not have them do to you! Because he, who 

mistreats other people, will find that he will also be mistreated somewhere down the 

line. 

 

   If one treats people courteously, openly, confidently and self-assuredly, one will be able to 

experience these positive things also. None amongst you would treat themselves badly. 

Therefore do not treat your fellow man badly! 

 

Question : Children’s souls are therefore born with the same opportunities, but they are sometimes 

severely burdened by their karma from past lives. Must one not muster more patience and 

LOVE with these children until they see sense? Do the same rules apply in these cases as 

with “normal” cases? 

 

Answer : This will become apparent within the upbringing, guidance and the LOVE given to these 

children, the way the children are to be dealt with individually. Whether children are 

karmically encumbered or not makes a big difference. If they are guided along the wrong 

path, they might possibly make their karma more difficult. But generally speaking, the 

opportunities remain the same for these children.  

 

  The prerequisites and the conditions they are born into and the experiences and the 

journeys they will undertake as adults and in their old age is something else and can only 

be gauged for every soul individually. 

 

Question : Orphans and children in care are in many ways disadvantaged compared to other children. 

How do you assess this problem? 

 

ELIAS : This is an enormous problem! Many children in orphanages have envisaged their 

development and their sojourn here on Earth with their parents differently. A lot is related 
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to karma, a lot is related to fate, because the parents have deviated from their chosen path 

here on Earth, because they have become addicted to negativity, became criminals and a lot 

more. These children are very much cared for and fostered by the SPIRIT MOTHERS they 

have in the spiritual realm. They receive a lot of care and LOVE especially at night, when 

the souls visit the spiritual realm. The spiritual realm tries to help some of these souls in 

this way. How this develops later on remains to be seen. Every individual’s case is 

different. 

 

Question : Why is it that siblings sometimes differ quite remarkably in regards to intelligence? 

 

Answer : Well, the main reason is that the parents put in a lot more of an effort with the first child 

most of the time. They stick with their upbringing technique and they help a lot. Whereby 

this is not quite as pronounced with the second child. Not out of malice, but because there 

are suddenly two of them to look after. One child receives more attention than the other. 

The third, fourth and fifth child then have to rely on their own willingness to learn more 

often. Another factor that comes into play is what kind of knowledge the respective soul 

brings with it to Earth in order to allow it to unfold. 

 

Question : Let’s assume a marriage is dissolved and the child remains with the mother. But the mother 

must work part time so she can earn enough money to survive. She is forced to leave the 

child with foster parents. She therefore spends a considerably reduced amount of time with 

the child’s upbringing. How can one keep the mental damage done to a child to a minimum 

in a case like this? 

 

Answer : By having the mother deal with her child very intensively and very thoughtfully the moment 

she is reunited with her child. Whereby something always ought to be pointed out, namely 

that the contact with the father of the child may never be broken off, because the child 

carries that connection within its heart for ever. 

 

Question : But what if the mother is of the opinion that the negative behaviour of the biological father 

is reason enough to keep the child away from its father? 

 

Answer : If there are feelings on the agenda that the father could have a negative influence and if the 

divorced parents cannot find a basis of understanding in regards to their children, this 

contact must be interrupted to begin with. The separated couple should then be ready to 

deal with this and they should be able to talk about it. Not talk about what is important for 

them, but what is important for the child! 

 

 Under no circumstances should the child be instilled with the egotistical thought that its 

father is negative if this is not really the case! 

 

Feelings of hatred develop between many divorced couples and they are unfortunately 

conveyed to their children. Every party then tries to portray the other in an 

uncomplimentary light and promote their own excellence. These situations do arise. But 

these egotistical reactions stem from jealousy and they should not burden the shoulders of 

the children.  
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 The children ought to be kept away from such unpleasant situations. These children 

should be made to realise that the father or the mother, depending where they happen 

to live, also possess positive traits. 

 

Question : Many partners are unable to treat one another really well, even before they become parents 

and they are quite unsure about how they are supposed to bring up children. They are 

lacking a kind of “school of life”, where people can learn how to deal with their fellow man 

correctly, so that they can later treat and guide their children correctly too. 

 

Answer : Well, both parent aught to discuss where they’re heading to begin with, they aught to have 

build up a trust between one another, harmonise with one another and a lot of other things 

as well.  

 

Question : What happens quite often is that both parents advocate a different line in regards to 

bringing up children. To make things worse, both set of grandparents might also offer 

further opinions.  

 

Answer : The parents ought to think about how they want to guide their child as a team during 

pregnancy and not when the child is five years old.  

 

Question : When I was pregnant with my daughter, I wanted to pursue this line. But my husband was 

not prepared to discuss this theme. He became more and more withdrawn at the time and to 

my distress mentally retreated into a corner. How can such a reaction be explained? 

 

Answer : It was such a great adventure for him, first the development of a new life and then the birth, 

that he withdrew within himself. Furthermore, in his imagination he was afraid of taking on 

the responsibility of bringing up a child and he was afraid that he might fail. All of these 

things can make a person very quiet and withdrawn. But I do believe in retrospect that he 

managed to express the LOVE he feels for the child very well. Well, to be honest, the 

harmony between the two of you wasn’t there, because both of you were too anxious.  

 

Question : Where do you stand in regards to sex education for children? Isn’t one obliged as a parent 

to give young people more information in regards to sex as soon as they can understand?  

 

Answer : Yes, intensively and above all correctly! Not just insinuate something and then let them go 

on their way. 

 

Question : Which parent ought to take over the task of teaching the child about sex? 

 

Answer : Both! Always together.  

 

Question : The Churches would also have gained some accolades, if they had explained to adolescents 

their physical revolutionary years with a lot of understanding and LOVE. The post-war 

generation accomplished this in only a few rare cases or they just didn’t take the time to do 
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so. The children were often brought up either too puritanical or too authoritarian. Will this 

ever change? 

 

Answer : There will come a time when parents and their children can visit a school in order to 

discuss sexuality from A to Z, this at an age when the children have the mental maturity to 

understand everything. 

 

Question : The things some pedagogues, parents or educators express is sometimes quite frightening. 

They are quite often in need of education themselves. One doesn’t even have to have one’s 

own children to recognise this. 

 

Answer : Well, as far as this person is concerned it also lies with the upbringing of its parents and 

what influences the environment had on it. One really cannot put the blame on them. These 

souls really couldn’t help it. The parent’s incorrect programming is passed down to the next 

generation. Therein lays the evil! - Pedagogues learn from their science books, whereby 

none of these pedagogues really knows what is actually correct. The feelings that are so 

important are very last on their list. 

 

Question : What effects have television and videos on children’s psyche? 

 

Answer : It depends on the kind of films these children watch. If we’re dealing with fairytale films 

with a deeper meaning, narrating stories about justice and the wonderful beauty of the 

planet,  one can allow the children to watch these without being too concerned, because 

they absorb these very intensively. But what is all too often shown is gruesomely horrible! 

Please forbear from doing this, because these are negative things. A film with a positive 

effect can be shown, because it shows the children and adults also, that not everything here 

on Earth is negative. 

 

Question : A very popular style of upbringing used by today’s parents is marked by spoiling the child. 

What can you tell us about this problem? 

 

Answer : These particular parents do not try to take the child into their arms in order to show it that 

they LOVE it, but instead try to show their LOVE through presents. This is not the correct 

procedure! Every human being needs to be touched at certain points of contact of the body, 

demonstrating that it is LOVED. Children feel this type of affection very intensively and it 

should therefore be handled very intensively. Not just with gentle strokes, but also with 

playing games and romping around, because this makes for a wonderful development. 

 

Question : Is the exchange of roles between parents and children possible? 

 

Answer : I have talked about this before; one ought to give children the opportunity to have their say, 

because this could quite possibly help the parents or any other adults also! 

 

Question : For how long should one take a child by the hand? 
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Answer : For as long as the child allows itself to be guided. This can continue on into mature age and 

it can even continue in the spiritual realm, but it always depends on the harmonious co-

operation between the persons involved. 

 

Question : What happens if the child rejects this guidance once it has reached maturity?  

 

Answer : Well, this guidance has then come to an end. The child can also receive guidance in a 

reversed kind of way, namely through dreams or through its GUARDIAN ANGEL, if it 

helps the child. If the child receives advice one feels that it is not comfortable with, one 

should openly discuss it. Because somewhere along the line the child will begin to guide 

and advice itself and during the process of growing up will guide its partner or its own 

children. 

 

 A human being, seemingly equipped with maturity, great knowledge and financially 

secure can still be childlike inside. - And if this is the case this person ought to be 

congratulated!    
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